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 Secretary’s Greetings

I

am enthused to witness the Undergraduate
Department of Journalism to take their next step
towards bringing out first edition of newsletter,
DJ Insider. Here learning experiences are simplified with
activities which involve team work. Students brimming
with enthusiasm have worked along with their teachers
to bring out the DJ Insider, which makes teaching and
learning experiential and joyful. Let the Undergraduate
Department of Journalism get all the strength, vigour
and happiness to leap towards bigger achievements.

Shri. ASHOK KUMAR MUNDHRA
Secretary

 Principal’s Message

I
Capt. Dr. S. SANTHOSH BABOO
Principal

t is a delight to see the Department
of Journalism come up with the
newsletter DJ Insider.
Bringing
out a newsletter is a great way to depict
companionship among teachers and
students. It is an activity that provides
an opportunity for students to express
themselves and keep them engaged and
inspired. I wish the Department all the best
for future endeavours.

 From the Desk of Head i/c

T

`` he Undergraduate Department of Journalism from
its initiation thrives to encourage student centric learning
methodologies. We have given more emphasis on
experiential and participative learning to enhance the personal
growth of the students. Core of these methodologies is to cultivate
an interest towards learning. Whether it is a field work or discussion,
robust energy is always exchanged among students. The newsletter
DJ Insider is yet another forum for students to express what they
have observed, explored and analysed. DJ Insider helps us stay
connected within ourselves and to the world outside. It was really
stupendous to see the students work for the newsletter with great zeal
and enthusiasm even during the pandemic. The fearless students
of Journalism are capable of exhibiting their potential to the peak.
The Journalistic inquisitiveness of students can be relinquished by
providing them with a platform to express themselves. DJ Insider is
all that and more.

Ms. Krishnapriya N.C.
Assistant Professor &
Head in-charge
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Preethi .S, II B.A
Journalism

My Baby Steps into

Journalism

J

ournalism is a pragmatic program and
furthermore unique from other disciplines. I
have always liked writing and photography, but
Journalism was not my cup of tea. The creative storyteller
in me however was triggered when I appeared for exams
and while writing assignments.
When I think of my convocation ceremony, I also think
of what knowledge I've acquired since high school. The
first thing that I learned is that, any piece of information
one receives could be news. All you need to have is a
perspective of your own and how you chose to present it.
I used to attempt stories and plot summaries with
my amateur writing skills. It was only after joining this
course my writing style was moulded. From how to write
news articles, columns and blogs to how to write for
websites, I have made myself familiar with the formats
and technical skills needed. Most importantly, I learned
where to find news and how a news is supposed to be:
When a dog bites a man or when a man bites the dog.

$ Bhavan Shankar, II B.A Journalism

I never knew I was capable of Journalistic writing until
the chances and opportunities were given to me. The
program Journalism, provides an opportunity to cultivate
a wide variety of interests and helps people to excel in a
variety of fields. When I was stepping out of high school,
I haven't even known how to write a summary properly
but after coming to college, teachers taught me every
necessary skills to survive in Journalism field like news
writing, news reading, editing, designing newspaper
layout, curation, grammar and more. Also engaging
in debate, discussions on current affairs and writing
reports on what we witnessed from press conferences,
interviews, industrial visits, field trips, movie screenings,
event shows helped us enhance our skills.
Writing is the most liberating action as you can
express yourself in varied ways and can influence society
for a change. Journalism gives a huge experience of
learning and making one enable for handling all kinds
of situations.

Glancing the World of News

R

eading club, was commenced by
the Undergraduate Department
of Journalism as a part of
‘Blooming Journalist Association’. The
objective was to enhance the student’s
knowledge by making them read
newspapers and magazines. During the
reading hour which is held every day after
our class hours, we actively participate in
vigorous reading. Later everyone shares and
discusses the news they have read. Through
$ Sayee Sree .O, I B.A Journalism

this, every student will have an idea about
the happenings around the world.
Apart from discussing the news from
newspapers, students even share the plot of
novels, biographies, topics on history which
they have watched or read recently. This had
helped not only in gaining knowledge but
also to develop the skills of public speaking
as well.
The reading club also enhances the
journalistic skills. After reading, we discuss
the technical aspects of the paper as well.
We attempt to distinguish different types of
news, layouts of various news stories and
the difference in approaching a story in
each newspaper organisation. This helped
us to identify the ideologies followed by
each news organisation and the agenda set
by them.



A.N.Premitha,
II B.A Journalism
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Plum in the Dust

O

$

n a torrid day, we were told to visit Rajiv
Gandhi Government General Hospital
as part of our field visits. We were asked
 V. Gracy, II B.A to come up with different angles of news from
Journalism
the hospital so that we can write on different
perspectives of the hospital. We did a basic
research about the place for guidance, before we
could set out. By taking various inexpensive
means of transport, we finally reached
the hospital and divided
ourselves into groups. For
our safety, each group had
a mix of boys and girls.
For most of us it was
Shakthi Balajee.R, II B.A Journalism
our first visit to the GH. We got to understand
how developed, as well as undeveloped our state
is. In an effort to bridge the gap, the treatment
Honestly,
was offered for very less price. But what got
one cannot
our interest was the number of patients willing
to stand in queue despite Chennai’s humid
point at a
weather. Adding to this, an acrid smell hit us due
government to crowd; keeping the hospital clean seems to be
impossible for the management.
hospital
Since most of the private hospitals are
for poor
hesitant to deal with the legal process that
comes along with suicide cases, the emergency
treatment,
ward of the GH appears to be the most bustling
as they
of all. The hospital had a good number of doctors
and assistants. With high quality infrastructure
really offer
and sufficient number of rooms for patients,
their best.
the hospital was also equipped with meditating
area, garden and canteen; none of which were
maintained well. Even though the lights were on,

there was darkness spread all over the hospital.
People here are too busy that none of them
are ready for small talks. As we analysed the
situation, we understood that it was better
not to interact with anyone. We observed the
circumstance for a while and that’s when we
realised that the hospital was big enough for
someone to be lost.
After roaming for a couple of hours, we
managed to find the medical in-charge, who
revealed that many cases that come here have
no hopes of survival. Since the private hospitals
reach a point where they can do nothing, they
insist on taking the causalities to the GH, so
that they don’t have to go through the legal
procedures.
Generally, people tend to assume that private
hospitals offer better treatment and healthcare
systems and end up paying large sum even if it
is unaffordable. No matter how poor they are,
the private hospitals treat them as nothing lesser
than a ATM. However, in GH the doctors are more
determined to save the patients no matter how
bad the condition is. The stocks of medicines are
checked and maintained regularly. Due to the
overwhelming population, cleanliness is a lot to
expect; yet the wards are cleaned often after the
discharge of each patient.
Honestly, one cannot point at a government
hospital for poor treatment, as they really offer
their best. Only with the cooperation of the public
in maintaining cleanliness, the GH would stand
as the best in the country.

Inauguration of Blooming
Journalist Association
Blooming Journalist Association was inaugurated on
25.09.2019 by Mr. Peer Mohamed, Founder and Editor - in Chief of Ippodhu.com. Reading club had started functioning
on regular basis, as a part of association activity. More than
twenty national and regional newspapers and magazines
are procured for the students to read and analyse the
news on regular basis after college hours.
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 Roobiga .S,
II B.A Journalism

Spreading
Positivity

Against All Odds

S

ituated near Nungambakkam
railway station, Namachivayapuram,
is a perfect example of an urban
slum. It has two phases: East and West.
Though geographically it’s named as East
and West Namachivayapuram, unfortunately
both sides of people have disputes between
them. As part of the field visit, student’s
visited the place and interacted with the
residents. Life is really pathetic for some
people who live there. Mr. Aruldoss, a Social
Activist was introduced to the students of
Journalism. He works for the welfare of the
Namachivayapuram slum dwellers for more
than a decade. He enlightened the students
about the Slum Act and the displacement

problem faced by the
residents. Through
him the students
got to interact with
Noori Saleem, a
68-year-old
transwoman. She gave
lot of information
$ Shakthi Balajee .R, II B.A Journalism
about the place. It was distressing to learn awareness on AIDSthat many children in that area have dropped related
issues.
out from school. Their parents are working Despite all odds she
hard to get 3 meals per day. Abstained from could still spread
parent’s attention these dropout children love and make things
are vulnerable target to anti-social elements work for better.
present there.
The
students
Noori , who is also an HIV patient says were split into groups
that she still believes the society despite and
interviewed
the discrimination she had faced since the residents of
childhood because of her gender identity. Namachivayapuram
Noori started the SIP Memorial Trust to take and got to know more
care of abandoned and homeless children about them. Though
affected by HIV. Tamil Nadu Government has the slum is located
conferred the Lifetime Achievement Award in in the heart of the
2013 to her. She has also travelled to many city, transformation
countries including Canada, Japan, Australia in mind-set seems
and Thailand as a public speaker to create like far cry.

Moore Market

Busy but Fishy
D

uring 1940s, Moore market was a
tourist destination for residents of
the Madras Presidency. Though it
was a bustling market then, now the scenario
is entirely different. Once a crowded place,
is slowly losing its charm now.
People from various part of the city are
spotted here as it is located in the heart of
the city. From gramophones, navy binoculars,
old coins to the electronic gadgets and even
imported pet varieties are available here.
This market is particularly known for resale
of used books. Moore market has a darker
side as well.
We do not know the proper sources of
what they sell. Though we somehow manage
to get cheap products by bargaining, there is
no assurance that they are sold legally. Given
the fact that the suburban train platforms of
Chennai Central railway station are right

behind the market; and since most of the
products sold here are second handed, it is
difficult to trace from where the stocks come
from.
People living there have different stories
to tell the world. “Lockdown has hit us badly;
since students are our main source of
income and the schools and colleges were
closed, there was no earnings
to even satisfy our daily needs.
Until few weeks ago, I was selling
masks on the roads” says Gopal,
who owns ‘Gopal footwear’.
From our field visit to Moore
Market, we got the chance
to know about the unknown
lifestyle of the shopkeepers and
the platform dwellers. If you want
anything antique, then visit to
this market is a must.

$ &  Swathi .G
I B.A Journalism
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Department
Seminars

1

Conservation and Sustainable
Development, 30/1/2020

2

Women and Media,
3/2/2020

Mr. Bharathi Kannan, the Founder of Agathi and an
environmental activist, enlightened the students about
the importance of conservation and the ways to lead
sustainable living.

Ms.Kavitha Muralidaran, a Press Institute of India Award
winner and an independent journalist, threw light on
the challenges women face in the industry and gave
guidance to overcome those trails.

Activities
2

nd Group : Women - Workshop on
making Cloth Napkins, 6/3/2020

3

rd Group : Youth - Awareness
Against Alcoholism, 9/3/2020

Health and hygiene was the focus. Awareness was
given about the benefits of using cloth napkins against
the use of napkins with plastic layers, which causes
damage to the environment when thrown off after
use. Ms Shanmugalashmi, an environmental activist
taught them to make cloth napkins. Idea of making
this cloth napkin as a business endeavour was given.

It was learned that several members of the community
were under the grip of alcoholism and an awareness
programme against drug use was held along with the
Department of Social Work. Students did a skit against
the consumption of alcohol and explained the ill effects
of its consumption on family relationship, psychological
state of the members of the family and on their health.

Webinars

1

Domestic Violence in the Times of
Corona - 29/6/2020

2

Changing Economic Scenario in the
Context of Covid-19 - 30/6/2020

3

Strategic Planning in Television
News Production, 24/2/2021

4

Trends in Radio Broadcasting,
1/3/2021

Ms. Kavitha Krishnan, Author of ‘Fearless Freedom’ and
social activist, threw light on the severity of domestic
violence during lockdown and explained the situations
which put women in the vulnerable position.

Outreach Programmes
Students conducted outreach programmes in RK
Nagar slum, which is located opposite to DG Vaishnav
college. They were divided into three groups to target
their programmes to children, women and youth.

1

st Group : Children Teaching Maths with Fun, 5/3/2020

Basic steps in dance were taught to the
children to attract them and to get their
attention. With the help of chart papers
basic maths was taught which will help
them in their daily activities.

Mr. Sivakumar, Senior Assistant Editor, The Times of
India, explained in detail about the effects of Covid-19
in various sectors and its impact on Indian economy.

Mr.Ashwath, Former News Producer & Director, NDTV
elucidated about how strategic planning is done in a
highly pressurised and dynamic media industry.

Dr. Jaisakthivel, Assistant Professor, University of
Madras enlightened the students on how this traditional

7

media has survived all odds and transformed itself with
news trends like podcasting.

5

Nuances of Crime Reporting,
2/3/2021

Mr. Che Guvera, Reporter, crime and political beat from
the Tamil magazine Nakkheeran explained the common
types of crimes seen in different parts of India, sources
for crime news and the venues a crime reporter should
be familiar with and how he or she should act in various
circumstances.

Online Guest Lectures

1

Television News Anchoring,
19/2/2021

2

Mobile Journalism,
22/2/2021

Ms. Varshini Ramu, the News Anchor & Producer from
Polimer News shared various insights and nuances of
the real-time scenarios of news anchoring.

3

Chennai Press Club, Chepauk,
06/03/2021

Elango Yadhav, Tamil Nadu State Head of Samajwadi
Party announced at the press meet announced that
their party would contest in the upcoming elections
with their party symbol, cycle. The students of II B.A.
Journalism interacted with the journalists from various
media organisations and expanded their network and
came up with a news articles.

Students of II B.A. Journalism attended the press meet
of the movie launch ‘Coffee Cafe’ where the Director of
the film Mr. Arunkumaran Senthil addressed how the film
explores the lives of transgenders. Students interacted
with the movie team and came up with different writeups about the film.

Industrial Visits

Mr. Narasimhan, independent journalist explained how
a smart phone can be used to create content for the
media industry, as Mobile Journalism has become the
latest trend in the world of Broadcast Journalism.

Press Meets

1

2

Chennai Press Club, Chepauk,
27/02/2021

Chennai Press Club, Chepauk,
20/02/2021

Students of I B.A. Journalism attended the press meet
of Senior Advocate, Mr. A.E. Chelliah, who addressed
the media regarding his petition filed to shut down the
liquor shops in Tamil Nadu. The students were able to
understand how Chennai Press Club holds press meets
and learned to write reports from the press release.
$ Roobiga .S, II B.A Journalism

1

Viduthalai Press:
25/10/2019

2

Salesian Institute of Graphic Arts:
3/2/2020 and 3/3/2021

To give an overview of printing and publication industry,
the students of 2019 batch were taken to Viduthalai
Press, Chennai. Since it was their first visit to a press the
students were excited to learn the process of newspaper
making.

The students of 2019 and 2020 batches were taken to
SIGA Polytechnic College during their 1st year. They were
introduced to four different types of printing process
along with an overview of electronic publishing. Apart
from printing technologies the students familiarised
themselves with the chemicals used in the process.

Insider
DJ
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5W's and 1H of

Field Visits

Destined to Start Life from Scratch

Be it Verbal, Written or Sign – Communication is Key

$

Why

How

To enable the students of Journalism
to understand the need of the special
children and the challenges these
special kids face.
Made the differently abled to
participate in games as an attempt to
mingle, after which they opened up.

of their curriculum, the shelter home
provided a platform to practically
analyse the issue.
Students were taken to ICWO in Anna
Nagar and to their shelter home in
Choolai. A briefing was given based
on which students interacted with
a sex worker and the inmates of the
shelter home. Students got to know
the family circumstances and life
conditions of the inmates.

$

How

How

DG Vaishnav College
is located.
Students were asked
to form groups and
scout the locality
of Arumbakkam, to
learn about different
communities
by
conducting
interviews.

“I can’t just Stop because I’m Old”

Students Visit ICWO Shelter Home
What Field visit to ICWO office and their
shelter home for health beat.
Who People living in shelter.
When 6.2.2020
Where Indian
Community
Welfare
Organisation’s shelter Home
Why ICWO works with commercial sex
workers and educate them about
prevention of AIDS. Since students
had studied about health-related
issues, AIDS and vaccination as part

What Field visit to report
community beat.
Who Residents
of
Arumbakkam.
When 20.9.2019
Where Arumbakkam.
Why To evaluate the
various communities
living in and around
Arumbakkam where

Shakthi Balajee, II B.A Journalism

What Field visit to a special School for
reporting disability beat.
Who Differently abled students.
When 6.8.2019
Where Mary Club Wala Jadhav Special
Higher Secondary School for Hearing
Impaired.

Shakthi Balajee, II B.A Journalism

What Field
visit
at
RK
Nagar
for
Community beat.
Who Residents
of
RK Nagar
When 16.12.2019
Where RK Nagar
Why To understand the life
of the people living
in slums which is
situated right opposite
to the college. RK
Nagar happens to be
a hidden locality in
$ Photos: Shakthi Balajee .R, II B.A Journalism

Arumbakkam. Later,
the students chose RK
Nagar for the dept’s
outreach program as
well.
How Students visited the
place and interacted
with the residents and
learned about their
lifestyle, occupation,
problems associated
with displacement,
school drop outs and
alcoholism.
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5W's and 1H of

Field Visits

$ Kathirvel .N, II B.A Journalism

Lifestyle Here is Far from What You can Imagine
What Field visit to Namachivayapuram for
reporting lifestyle beat.
Who Social Worker Mr. Arul Doss and the
residents of Namachivayapuram.
When 23.8.2019
Where East Namachivayapuram.

Why

How

To know how and why drug usage,
school dropouts, and criminal
activities are common in the locale;
how it impacts the livelihood.
Through observation
and by
conducting interview with the people
of Namachivayapuram.

Interaction with the Fisherfolk of Nochikuppam
What Field visit to Nochikuppam for
reporting lifestyle beat.
Who Fisherfolk of Nochikuppam.
When 14.08.2019 and 13.02.2021
Where Nochikuppam.
Why To know about their unique lifestyle
and issues faced by the fishermen

How

like displacement problem, natural
calamity and more.
The students got to interact with
the fisherfolks to know the history
of that place, different fishing nets
and boats, fishing ban during the
breeding season of the fishes and
their occupational difficulty.

Where Anything
and Everything is Sold

What Field
Visit
to
Moore
market
for
reporting
commercial beat
Who Shopkeepers
&
street vendors
When 20.02.2021
Where Moore
market,
Chennai Central.
Why To
know
the
complexity of the
commercial space;
few shop owners run
a successful business
whereas majority of
the street vendors live
in absolute poverty.
The socio- economic
status of the vendors
of this particular

market is unique
and should be made
known to the students
How The
students
observed
the
antiques and other
used products being
resold in the market.
They also made an
attempt to enquire
from where the
particular product
came from. Through
interviews
they
came to know that
the homeless street
vendors have access
to Aadhar card,
Voter’s ID and bank
account.

Not a Temple, but the Walls have
Whispers of Prayers
What Field
visit
to
Government
Hospital for health
beat.
Who Faculties working at
the hospital.
When 7.12.2019
Where Rajiv
Gandhi
Government Hospital,
Chennai.
Why Since most of the
private hospitals are
hesitant to deal with
suicide cases, the

$ Shakthi Balajee.R,
II B.A Journalism

emergency ward of
the GH appears to
be the most bustling
of all. Students were
asked to observe the
circumstance
and
come up with valuebased news from
various perspectives.
How By
collecting
information
from
different
sources
and interacting with
patients and relatives
at difficult times.

Insider
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5W's and 1H of

Field Visits
They Rot... so the Veggies can Stay Fresh
What Field
visit
to
Koyambedu market
to report Community
beat.
Who Vendors of Koyambedu
Market.
When 28.11.2019
Where Koyambedu Market.
Why Students were taught
news values in their
theory classes. They

How

were asked to gather
news with values from
one of the busiest
markets of Chennai.
By interacting with the
vendors and the public,
students
identified
stories with
news
values.

$ Shakthi Balajee, II B.A Journalism

Together We can Make Change
What Field visit to Ennore
port for reporting
environment beat.
Who E n v i r o n m e n t a l
activist Mr. Prasanth
from
Vettiver
Collective
When 21.2.2020
Where Ennore port and
industrial area
Why To understand the
causes of pollution;
students witnessed

How

soil erosion and toxin
levels present in the
atmosphere.
Students
were
accompanied
by
environmental
activist Mr. Prasanth
from the organisation
Vettiver Collective.
He explained about
the pollution level
and its impact on
the environment in
Ennore.
$ Shakthi Balajee, II B.A Journalism

Did Lockdown Draw People towards Reading?
What Field
visit
to
Chennai Book Fair
for event reporting
Who Media co-ordinator,
Mr. Dinesh Kumar
and the visitors of
book fair.
When 05.03.2021
Where YMCA grounds,
Nandanam, Chennai.
Why Organised
by
Booksellers
and
Publishers
Association
of
South India, the
Annual Book Fair of
Chennai is the most
expected event of
the city, especially

$ Sivabalan .C, I B.A Journalism

after the pandemic.
Through this, the
students were able
to understand how
to report an annual
event.
How They
interacted
with the media
coordinator and got
to know about the
various arrangements
made. Based on
their
observations
and interviews of
the visitors and stall
keepers,
students
came
up
with
interesting articles.
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A.N.Premitha,
II B.A Journalism

The Untold Story of

an Oldage Home

home abandoning
Vanarani.
She
started living with
her father since
End of
then. Because she
the day,
doesn’t have any
children, she had
we were
joined the home
able to
after the death of
her father. Vanarani
understand
also said that she
how the old
$ Shakthi Balajee, II B.A Journalism
had 7,000 rupees
n today’s busy world, people have while coming and later she sold all her
age home
no time even to look after their belongings for other expenditure.
functions
It was only later we got to know that
loved ones. Until few years back
it was normal for us to live with parents, Vanarani was mentally unstable and all
and how
grandparents, siblings and relatives under the story which she narrated was not
difficult it
one roof. But now, few find it difficult to live true.
End of the day, we were able to understand
with their aged parents and leave them in
is for the
old age homes. Few elders join these homes how the old age home functions and how
elderly to
on their own since they are abandoned by difficult it is for the elderly to live here. It
also made us realize that though each one
their children and have nowhere to go.
live here.
As students of Journalism, we had a of them are from different background, what
chance to visit an old age home named they need was to be loved and accepted by
“Shelter for Homeless.” Situated in Choolai, their loved ones.
the home has about 53 elders including
HIV patients. Saraswathi, who has been
working here for past 7 years said that the
government provides food and shelter for
World Radio Day
National Press Day
inmates at free of cost. The old age home
World Radio Day - February National
Press
Day
is
also has a doctor visiting the campus for
13 became World Radio Day. observed on 16th November
the convenience of the inmates.
Proclaimed in 2011 by the every year as envisioned by
When we interacted with the people
Member States of UNESCO the First Press Commission.
there, most of them said that the food was
and adopted by the United The Press Council of India
provided only two times a day and they had
Nations General Assembly started functioning on this
to keep the food aside for later use. They
in 2012. Suited to reaching day. This day symbolizes
have to fetch water outside the home and
remote communities and freedom of the press and its
they pay Rs. 20 to watch television. Few
vulnerable people, offering a responsibilities towards the
ladies even sell their sarees to get money
platform to intervene in the society. – Source: India Today.
and use it for their medical expenses.
public debate, irrespective of
Every person is from a different
people’s educational level,
background and have different stories to tell
radio plays a crucial role in
the world. Vanarani, wife of a businessman,
emergency
communication
said that they planned to cast actor Gemini
and disaster relief as well.
Ganesan in their own production. Since the
– Source: United Nations.
film was unfortunately dropped, he left

I

Do you know?
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Gearing up for


Kashish Ahmed,
I B.A Journalism

Break Free
All this whole, you must’ve felt locked up;
your thoughts taking over you.
You should muster enough courage to overcome;
trust me, I’ve been there too.
Like a moth drawn to a flame,
negativity might lure you.
And just like that you’ll get sucked in,
you wouldn’t have had a clue.
Don’t let these walls cave you in.
Don’t let these lights blind you.
If there’s something you need to know,
it’s you who have to start anew.
When the sun meets the rain,
you see the rainbow.
It’s a sign to ease the pain;
you have to let go.
So, buckle up and get ready;
to fly and reach greater heights.
To show the world what you do,
You will fight with all your might.

News Coverage

T

he media plays a significant role
especially in a democratic country
like India where it is the voice of
voiceless. It reflects the society by acting as
a bridge between the authorities and people.
News, un-doubtedly is a mode of
communication that keeps us informed
of the changing events, issues, and it
goes without saying that language and
communication are among the most
essential skills for journalists. We as budding
journalists understand the importance of
communication and discussions.
Our Department arranges for frequent
field visits to train us in reporting and
writing. Before every field visit, we do a basic
online research about the place of visit. Also
we have a discussion session where we
evaluate the facts about the place of visit
and this exercise helps us have a rough idea
on what we are going to look at. At the end
of the session, we come up with various
possible angles to the story/place we visit.
We also prepare a set of questions to ask
during our visit.
Post the field visit we have discussions
in class to share our experience and
observations with the whole class and

Students’ Group Photo
Batch: 2019

Batch: 2020

-

 Mehek,
II B.A Journalism
also to check that
there was no stone
left un-turned. This
helps us to hone our
analytical skills and
presentation skills.
Our teacher then
allots each student
with a specific angle
to cover. We submit
our fully written,
polished
articles
after
collecting
some more data
from
research.
Everybody reads out
their articles and we
get to know different
perspectives.
We
learn from each
other and then put
in all our effort to
finally come up with
our best work.

B.A. Journalism
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°. ªê÷Iò£,
Þó‡ì£‹ Ý‡´
ñ£íM, ÞîNò™ ¶¬ø

ªð£¶
ªõOJ™...
ñ£îMì£Œ
°Pˆ¶‹
ï£ŠA¡èœ
°Pˆ¶‹
ªð‡èÀ‚°
MNŠ¹í˜¾
ãŸð´ˆ¶‹
õ¬èJ™
Ã†ìªñ£¡Á
ïìˆF«ù£‹.

Ý˜.«è. ïè˜

«ï£‚Aò âƒèœ ðòí‹

â

ƒèœ ®T ¬õwíš è™ÖK‚° âFK™ æ˜
êõ˜ñ£ è¬ì Þ¼‚°‹. ï£ƒèœ Hø‰îï£œ
Mö£MŸè£è ñ†´‹ î£¡ Üƒ° ªê™«õ£‹.

è¬ì‚° Ü¼A™ ð®‚è†´èœ W«ö ªê™õ¶«ð£™
Þ¼‚°‹. Üƒ«è Ý˜.«è. ïè˜ â¡ø °Šð‹ Þ¼Šð¶‹,
ñ‚èœ õ£›õ¶‹ âƒèœ ÝCKò˜ ªê£™½‹õ¬ó

âƒèÀ‚° ªîKò£¶.
Üƒ° ªê¡Á Cô êÍèŠ ðEè¬÷ º¡ªù´‚è
ªê£¡ù£˜ âƒèœ ÝCKò˜. ÃõˆF¡ è¬óJ™ CÁ
CÁ i´èœ CÁ «ï£Œèœ âù õ£›‰¶ õ‰î ñ‚è¬÷
ê‰F‚è ªê¡«ø£‹. °®J¼Š¹èÀ‚° Ü¼A«ô«ò
°Š¬ðèœ
ªè£†ìŠð†®¼‰î¶.
°Š¬ðˆªî£†®èœ
ã¶‹ Þ™¬ô ÃõˆF¡ õ£êº‹ ¸èó º®òM™¬ô.
Ü‰î å¼ GIì‹ Þ‰Fò£M¡ ñÁ‚èŠð†ì ºèˆ¬î
àí˜‰«î¡.
ñ£íõ˜è÷£ù ï£ƒèœ ÞîŸªè™ô£‹ â¡ù ªêŒò
º®»‹ â¡Á «ò£Cˆ«î£‹. îŸ«ð£¬î‚° âƒè÷£™
MNŠ¹í˜¾ ñŸÁ‹ ñ‚èO¡ C‰î¬ùˆ Fø¬ù
ñ†´«ñ «ñ‹ð´ˆî º®»‹ â¡ð¬î àí˜‰«î£‹.
Ýîô£™ Þ¼ Gè›„Cè¬÷ º¡ªù´ˆ«î£‹.
ªð£¶ ªõOJ™ ñ£îMì£Œ °Pˆ¶ «ð²õ«î îõÁ
â¡ø Cˆî£‰îˆ¬î à¬ìˆªîPò ñ£îMì£Œ °Pˆ¶‹
ï£ŠA¡èœ °Pˆ¶‹ ªð‡èÀ‚° MNŠ¹í˜¾
ãŸð´ˆ¶‹
õ¬èJ™
Ã†ìªñ£¡Á
ïìˆF«ù£‹.
Ü‰î
Ã†ìˆF™
ªð‡èÀ‚è£ù àì™ ñù‹ ê‹ñ‰îŠð†ì
Hó„ê¬ùè¬÷»‹ ÜîŸè£ù b˜¾è¬÷»‹
Üöè£è
M÷‚Aù£˜
²ŸÁÅö™
Ý˜õô˜, F¼ñF. ê‡ºè ô†²I
Üõ˜èœ. ïiù ï£ŠA¡è÷£™ õ¼‹
àì™ Hó„ê¬ùèœ °Pˆ¶‹ ÜîŸè£ù
ñ£ŸÁ ðò¡ð£´ â¡ùªõ¡Á «ðCò¶
ñ†´ñ™ô£ñ™
i†®«ô«ò
bƒA™ô£
ï£ŠA¡è¬÷
ªêŒ»‹
º¬ø¬ò»‹
ªð‡èÀ‚° èŸÁ‚ªè£´ˆî£˜. Þ‰Gè›¾
ðòÂœ÷î£è¾‹
ñù
G¬ø«õ£´‹
º®‰î¶.
ªð‡èÀ‚° ñ†´‹ MNŠ¹í˜¾ ãŸð´ˆFù£™
«ð£¶ñ£? õ¼ƒè£ô î¬ôº¬øèÀ‚° è™M¬ò
ªê£™L‚ªè£´‚è «õ‡®ò¶ èì¬ñò™ôõ£? âƒèœ
õ°Š¹ ñ£íõ˜èœ Üƒ°œ÷ ðœO ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°
M¬÷ò£†´ì¡ è™M¬ò»‹ Þ¬íˆ¶ á†ì
ºòŸCˆîù˜. Þ‰î CÁ ºòŸCèœ àì«ù ðô¡
ÜO‚è£ñ™ Þ¼‚èô£‹; Ýù£™ ïƒèœ CÁ M¬î
ÉM Þ¼‚A¡«ø£‹ â¡ø ñA›„C âƒèÀ‚°
Þ¼‚Aø¶.
°ö‰¬îè«÷£´ °ö‰¬îè÷£è, ªð‡èO¡
i†®™ å¼õó£è ñ£Pò Ü‰î î¼íƒèœ
ªñŒCL˜‚è ¬õ‚A¡øù˜.
$ ðìƒèœ: ê‚F ð£ô£T .Ý˜,
ÞîNò™ Þó‡ì£‹ Ý‡´
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â‡È˜

âF˜ªè£œÀ‹ «ðó£ðˆ¶
 °. ªê÷Iò£, Þó‡ì£‹
Ý‡´ ñ£íM, ÞîNò™ ¶¬ø

Üù™ I¡
G¬ôòˆ
FL¼‰¶
ªõO«òÁ‹
ê£‹ð™
ªêŠð£‚è‹
°‚
Aó£ñˆ¬î«ò
É²
ð´ˆ¶Aø¶.
á˜ ñ‚èœ
Fùº‹
ê£‹ð¬ô»‹
«ê˜ˆ«î
²õ£C‚
A¡øù˜.

ªê

¡¬ù â‡È¬ó «ï£‚A ðˆ¶ «ð˜
ªè£‡ì õ£èù‹ ªðê¡† ïèKL¼‰¶
¹øŠð´Aø¶. Ü‰î Ã†ì‹ MÁMÁªõù
õ¬óðìˆ¶ì¡ Üù™I¡ G¬ôò‹ «ï£‚A ªê¡ø¶.
õ¬óðìˆ¶ì¡ è£óê£óñ£ù à¬óò£ì¬ô‚ è‡ì
CÁõ¡ «è†A¡ø£¡ ‘Þƒ° factory ã¶‹ õ¼Aøî£?’
â¡Á. Ü‰î Ã†ìº‹ ¹¡ù¬è»ì¡ èì‰¶ ªê™Aø¶.
â‡ÈK™ â¡ù ïì‚°¶?
ªê¡¬ù Ü¼A½œ÷ â‡ÈK™ 70‚°‹ «ñŸð†ì
eùõ‚ Aó£ñƒèœ àœ÷ù. Þõ˜èœ è£†´ŠðœO
¶¬øºèˆ¶‚° âFó£è¾‹ Üù™ I¡ G¬ôòˆFŸ°
âFó£è¾‹ «ð£ó£® õ¼A¡øù˜.
âîŸè£è à¼õ£‚èŠð†ì¶ è£†´ŠðœO ¶¬øºè‹?
Ý‰Fó£MŸ° M¬óM™ ªê™õîŸè£è, ªê¡¬ùJL¼‰¶
30 A«ô£e†ì˜ ªî£¬ôM™ è£†´ŠðœO ¶¬øºè‹
à¼õ£‚èŠð†ì¶. ¶¬øºèˆF¡ 97 M¿‚è£´ Üî£Q
°¿ñ‹ õê‹ àœ÷¶. ¶¬øºèîˆF¡ MKõ£‚èˆFŸ°
îIöè Üó²‹ Þ‰Fò õEè ¬ñòº‹, G¹í˜ ñFŠd†´
°¿¾‹, Cô è†´Šð£´èÀì¡ ÜÂñF õöƒAù.
è†´Šð£´èœ ¶¬øºèˆFù£™ H¡ðŸøŠðìM™¬ô.
àôA«ô«ò Þó‡ì£õ¶ ªðKò ªê¡¬ù ªñKù£
èìŸè¬ó,
¶¬øºèˆFù£™ ãŸð†ì ªêòŸ¬èò£ù
èìŸè¬ó. ªñKù£¬õŠ«ð£™ ðö«õŸè£†´ èìŸè¬ó»‹
ñ£ÁõîŸ° õ£ŒŠ¹èœ ÜFè‹.
Üù™ I¡ G¬ôò‚ èN¾èœ - c˜ ñ£²:
â‡ÈK½œ÷ Üù™ I¡ G¬ôòƒèœ 1970™ è†ìŠð†ì¶.Üù™I¡
G¬ôòˆF™ ªõOò£°‹

ê£‹ð™èœ
ñŸÁ‹
²´c˜
ãK‚°÷ƒèO™
èô‚èŠð´A¡øù.Þîù£™ Üƒ° õ£¿‹ e¡èœ
Þø‰¶ eùõ˜èO¡ õ£›õ£î£ó‹ ð£F‚èŠð´Aø¶.
eùõ˜èO¡ õ£›õ£î£óˆFŸ° ªðK¶‹ àî¾‹ ÝÁ
ºŸP½ñ£è èN¾có£AM†ì¶; e¡èœ H®ŠðîŸ°
Cóññ£è Þ¼‚Aø¶
â¡Á Üƒ° õ£¿‹ eùõˆ
î¬ôõ˜ õ¼ˆî‹ ªîKM‚Aø£˜. «ñ½‹ Üù™ I¡
G¬ôòˆFL¼‰¶ ªõOò£°‹
ï„²Š ¹¬è, è£Ÿ¬ø
ñ£²ð´ˆî¶Aø¶. è£ŸÁ ñ£Cù£™ õì ªê¡¬ù ªðK¶‹
ð£FŠð¬ìAø¶. îIöè ñ£²‚è†´Šð£†´ õ£Kò‹
Þ¶ °Pˆ¶ ïìõ®‚¬è â´‚è£ñ™ Þ¼Šð¶ êºè
Ý˜õô˜èœ ñˆFJ™
ÜF¼ŠF¬ò ãŸð´ˆF»œ÷¶.
Üù™ I¡ G¬ôòˆFL¼‰¶ ªõO«òÁ‹ ê£‹ð™
ªêŠð£‚è‹ °‚Aó£ñˆ¬î«ò É²
ð´ˆ¶Aø¶. á˜
ñ‚èœ Fùº‹ ê£‹ð¬ô»‹ «ê˜ˆ«î ²õ£C‚A¡øù˜.
Þîù£™ ð™«õÁ «ï£Œ î£‚°î½‚° àœ÷£°‹
G¬ô»œ÷¶. Üù™I¡ G¬ôòƒèœ ñ†´ñ™ô£ñ™
è£†´ŠðœO ¶¬øºèˆF™ Þ¼‰¶‹ ªõOõ¼‹
èN¾èœ ªè£êvî¬ôò£ŸP½‹ èìL½‹ èôŠðî£è
Ü‰î ñ‚èÀ‚è£è¾‹ ñ‡EŸè£è¾‹ «ð£ó£´‹
²ŸÁÅö Ý˜õô˜ Hóê£‰ˆ ÃÁAø£˜.
àí˜Fø¡ ð°Fèœ
ðö«õŸè£´ ²ŸÁ„Åö™ è†ì¬ñŠ¹, ð‚Aƒè£‹
è£™õ£Œ ñŸÁ‹ â‡È˜ èNªõOŠð°F ÝAòù
²ŸÁ„Åö™ àí˜ˆFø¡ ð°Fè÷£è ÜFè£óŠÌ˜õñ£è
ÜPM‚èŠð†ì¬õ. 2009 Ý‹ Ý‡´ ²ŸÁ„Åö™
õù ñŸÁ‹ è£ôG¬ô ñ£Ÿø Ü¬ñ„êè‹ ²ŸÁ„Åö™
àí˜Fø¡ ð°FèO™ ¶¬øºèƒèœ õ¼õîŸ°
î¬ìMFˆî¶. ÜŠð® Þ¼‚è ðö«õŸè£†®™ ¶¬øºè
MKõ£‚è‹ ªî£ìƒè ÜÂñF ªè£´ˆî¶ è‡®‚è
«õ‡®ò ªêò™. MKõ£‚èˆFù£™ ªð£¡«ùK,
°‹I®Ì‡® ÞìƒèO™ ¹ò™ õ¼‹ Üð£òº‹ àœ÷¶.
å¼ ¶¬øºèˆFŸè£è
²ŸÁêÅö™ áí˜ˆFø¡
ð°Fèœ ÜN‚èŠð´õ¶î£¡ Þ¡¬øò õ÷˜„C.
Ý‚AóI‚èŠð´‹ ÞòŸ¬è õ÷ƒèœ:
è£ñó£ü˜ ¶¬øºèˆFù£™ ã‚è˜ èí‚è£ù Gôƒèœ
Ý‚AóI‚èŠð†ì G¬ôJ™, ¶¬øºèˆF¡ MKõ£‚è‹
è£óíñ£è
ãK, °÷‹, àŠð÷‹, ªè£Ÿø¬ôò£Á
ÝAò¬õ
Ý‚AóI‚èŠð´A¡øù.
¶¬øºèŠ
ðEè÷£™ â‡È˜ ªîŸ° èìŸè¬ó ð°F 2.8
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êîiî Éóˆ¶‚° àò˜‰¶œ÷¶. «ñ½‹ è£ñó£ü˜
¶¬øºè‹ Ý‚AóIˆî¶ «ð£ô«õ è£†´ŠðœO
¶¬øºè MKõ£‚è‹
Ü¬ôò£ˆF‚ è£´è¬÷»‹
ê¶Š¹
Gôƒè¬÷»‹
ÜNŠðîŸ°
õ£ŒŠ¹èœ
ÜFè‹. ï™ôî‡E æ¬ì‚°Šð‹ ï™ôˆî‡a«ó
A¬ì‚è£ñ™ àŠð£A «ð£ù¶ «ð£™ ðö«õŸè£´‹ èì™
ÜKŠHù£™ Å¬øò£ìŠð´‹.
ºèˆ¶õ£ó Ü¬ìŠ¹ «ðó£ðˆ¶:
ªè£êvî¬ô ÝŸPŸ°‹ õƒè‚ èì½‚°‹ Þ¬ìJ™
ðó‰î ñí™ðóŠ¹ Þ¼‚Aø¶. ¶¬øºè MKõ£‚èˆFù£ô
ñí™ ðóŠ¹ Ý‚AóI‚èŠð´‹. Þîù£™ èì™ ÜKŠ¹
ãŸð†´ ðö«õŸè£´, ð„¬êõ£ó‚°Šð‹, áù‚°Šð‹,
è¼ƒ«èL àœO†ì 70 °Šðƒèœ Ýðˆ¶‚°œ÷£°‹.
5000ˆ¶‚°‹ «ñŸð†ì eùõ˜èO¡ õ£›õ£î£ó‹
ð£F‚èŠð´‹. «ñ½‹ ðö«õŸè£†®L¼‰¶ ªê¡¬ù‚°
10 «è£® L†ì˜ î‡a˜ õ¼õ¶ î¬ìŠð´‹.

ªî£ì¼‹ «ð£ó£†ìƒèœ
â‡ÈK½œ÷
Üù™
I¡
G¬ôòˆFŸ°‹
¶¬øºèˆFŸ° âFó£è¾‹ èì‰î 20 Ý‡´èÀ‚°
«ñô£è 30 °Šðƒèœ ªî£ì˜ «ð£ó£†ìˆF™ ß´ð†´
õ¼A¡ø£˜èœ. ðô Üó² ÜFè£KèOìº‹ ÜóCò™
î¬ôõ˜èOìº‹ ñÂ ªè£´ˆî£½‹ ïìõ®‚¬è»‹
â´‚èM™¬ô â¡Á áù‚°Šðˆ¬î„ «ê˜‰îõ˜
ªîKM‚Aø£˜. ‘ï£ƒèœ ªî£ì˜‰¶ «ð£ó£®ù£½‹ Üó²
âƒèœ Hó„ê¬ù‚° b˜¾ è£íM™¬ô’ âù Ü‹ñ‚èœ
õ¼‰¶A¡øù˜. õ÷˜„C â¡ð¶ ñ‚èÀ‚è£ùî£è Þ¼‚è
«õ‡´‹. Üó² ªè£‡´ õ¼‹ F†ìƒèœ Ü¬ùˆ¶
îóŠ¹ ñ‚èœ ïô¬ù»‹ è¼ˆF™ ªè£œõ«î£´ ²ŸÁ
Åö¬ô»‹ è¼ˆF™ ªè£‡´ Þ¼‚è «õ‡´‹.

‘ï£ƒèœ
ªî£ì˜‰¶
«ð£ó£®ù£½‹
Üó² âƒèœ
Hó„ê¬ù‚°
b˜¾
è£íM™¬ô’
âù Ü‹ñ‚èœ
õ¼‰¶
A¡øù˜.

ªê¡¬ù ¹ˆîè è‡è£†CJ™

²è£î£ó õNº¬øèœ è¬ìH®‚èŠð†ìî£?

ªê

¡¬ùJ™ HŠóõK ñ£î‹ 24 Ý‹ «îF
ºî™ ñ£˜„ 09 õ¬ó ‘ðð£C’ ïìˆFò
¹ˆîè è‡è£†C ï‰îù‹ åŒ.â‹.C.ã
¬ñî£ùˆF™ è£¬ô 11.00 ñE ºî™ Þó¾ 08.00
ñE õ¬ó ï¬ìªðŸÁ º®‰î¶.
åšªõ£¼ Ý‡´‹ 10 ô†êˆFŸ°‹ «ñŸð†ì
ñ‚èœ ªê¡¬ù ¹ˆîè‚ è‡è£†C‚° õ‰¶
ðòù¬ìA¡øù˜. ªè£«ó£ù£ áóìƒ°‚° Hø° ïì‰î
ºî™ ¹ˆîè è‡è£†C Þ¶«õ. Þ‰G¬ôJ™ è‡è£†C
Üóƒ°èO™ êKò£ù MFº¬øèœ è¬ìH®‚è ð†ì£½‹
¬ñî£ùˆF¡ ¶õ‚èˆF™ àœ÷ °Š¬ð ªî£†®èœ
$ ²õ£F .T, ÞîNò™ ºîô£‹ Ý‡´

êKò£ù º¬øJ™ ²ˆFèK‚èŠ ðì£ñ™ °Š¬ðèœ
G¬ø‰¶ õN‰î õ‡í«ñ Þ¼‰î¶.
Þ¶ ñ‚èO¬ì«ò ªè£«ó£ù£ ðŸPò ðòˆ¬î
ãŸð´ˆFò¶
â¡ð¶
°PŠHìˆî‚è¶.
«ñ½‹
èNŠð¬øèÀ‹ êKò£ù º¬øJ™ ²ˆî‹ ªêŒò£îî£™
¶˜ï£Ÿø‹ iCò¶. Þîù£™
ªè£«ó£ù£ ðó¾‹
Üð£òº‹ Þ¼‰î¶. è‡è£†CJ¡ è¬ìC ï£œ õ¬ó
°Š¬ð ªî£†®èœ Gó‹H õN‰î õ‡í«ñ Þ¼‰î¶.
ªè£«ó£ù£ è£ô‹ â¡ðî£™ ñ‚èœ e¶ Ü‚è¬ø
ªè£‡´ ²è£î£ó ðEèO½‹ Ã´î™ èõù‹ ªê½ˆF
Þ¼‚èô£‹. ªè£«ó£ù£M¡ H®J™ Þ¼‰¶ ªè£…ê‹
ªè£…êñ£è ªõO«ò õ‰¶ ªè£‡´ Þ¼‚A«ø£«ñ
îMó Þ¡Â‹ º¿¬ñò£è îŠðM™¬ô â¡ð¬î
Ü¬ùõ¼‹ G¬ùM™ ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£œ÷ «õ‡´‹.
Þó‡ì£õ¶ Ü¬ôJ¡ î£‚èº‹ õ½õ£è Þ¼‚°‹
âù ÃøŠð†´ õ¼Aø¶.
Þ¼ŠHÂ‹, Þ‰î Ý‡´‹ ¹ˆîè è‡è£†C‚°
ñ‚èO¡ â‡E‚¬è °¬øòM™¬ô. ÞîŸ°
è£óí‹
ªè£«ó£ù£ Ü„ê‹ ñ‚èO¬ì«ò cƒA
M†ìî£? Ü™ô¶ ñ‚èÀ‚° ¹ˆîèˆF¡ «ñ™ àœ÷
Ý˜õñ£ â¡Â‹ «èœM â¿Aø¶.
ªî¡Q‰Fò ¹ˆîè MŸð¬ùò£÷˜èœ ñŸÁ‹
ðFŠð£÷˜èœ êƒè‹ (ðð£C) Ý‡´«î£Á‹ IèŠªðKò
Ü÷M™ ïìˆ¶‹
¹ˆîè F¼Mö£ Þ¶. Ü¬ùˆ¶
¹è›ªðŸø
Ëô£CKò˜èœ
ñŸÁ‹
ðFŠðèƒèœ
ªõOJ´‹ îI› ñŸÁ‹ ÝƒAô ªñ£NJ™ ªõOõ‰î
Þô‚Aò‹, è¬ô, ÜPMò™, èEî‹, õóô£Á, ªð£¶
ÜP¾ ñŸÁ‹ ê¬ñò™ «ð£¡ø â™ô£ HK¾èO½‹
¹ˆîèƒè¬÷ îœÀð® M¬ôJ™ Þƒ° õ£ƒèô£‹.
â™ô£ Ý‡´‹ Þ‰î ¹ˆîè è‡è£†C ¹ˆîè
M¼‹HèÀ‚°
M¼‰î£è
Ü¬ñ‰î£½‹,
ï£‹
Ü¬ùõ¼‹ âƒ° ªê¡ø£½‹ êÍè Þ¬ìªõO¬ò
è¬ìH®Šð¶ ï‹ èì¬ñ â¡ð¬î ñø‰¶Mì Ãì£¶.



æMò£, ºîô£‹ Ý‡´
ñ£íM, ÞîNò™ ¶¬ø.

ªî¡Q‰Fò
¹ˆîè
MŸð¬ù
ò£÷˜èœ
ñŸÁ‹
ðFŠð£÷˜èœ
êƒè‹ (ðð£C)
Ý‡´«î£Á‹
IèŠªðKò
Ü÷M™
ïìˆ¶‹
¹ˆîè
F¼Mö£ Þ¶.
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The Song of Life...
Embrace it

